Hydroclimate responses over global monsoon regions following volcanic eruptions at different latitudes
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Understanding the influence of volcanic eruptions on the hydroclimate over global monsoon regions is of great scientific and social importance. However, the link between the latitude of volcanic eruptions and related hydroclimate changes over global monsoon regions in the last millennium remains inconclusive. Here we show divergent hydroclimate responses after different volcanic eruptions based on large sets of reconstructions, observations and climate model simulation. Both the proxy and observations show that northern hemispheric (southern hemispheric) (NH (SH)) monsoon precipitation is weakened by northern (southern) and tropical eruptions, but is enhanced by the southern (northern) eruptions. Similar relationship is found in coupled model simulations driven by volcanic forcing. The model evidence indicates that the dynamic processes related to changes in atmospheric circulation play a dominant role in precipitation responses. The dry conditions over NH (SH) and global monsoon regions following northern (southern) and tropical eruptions are induced through weakened monsoon circulation. The wet conditions over NH (SH) monsoon regions after southern (northern) eruptions are caused by the enhanced cross equator flow. We extend our model simulation analysis from mean state precipitation to extreme precipitation and find that the response of the extreme precipitation is consistent with that of the mean precipitation, but more sensitive over monsoon regions. The response of surface runoff and net primary production is stronger than that of precipitation over some sub-monsoon regions. Our results imply that it is imperative to consider the potential volcanic eruptions at different hemispheres in the design of near-term decadal climate prediction experiments.